
TD15SD
2" x 14.5" x 17" (H x W x D)

15" wide slide-out drawer kit sized for easy installation on
shallow depth refrigerators that have a gap between the
counter and appliance top

Highlights:

Innovative space filler lets you transform the gap between
a refrigerator and counter into usable storage space

Made in the USA

Panel-ready front lets you customize the look

Product Features:

15" wide space filler drawer Designed to cover 2" of vertical space between an appliance and the countertop

Stainless steel construction Durable design in real stainless steel, with a horizontal grain over the front to match most
styles of appliance doors

Panel-ready front Customize the look by mounting your own panel over the front in just a few simple steps

Smooth gliding extension Drawer glides smoothly for convenient storage

Versatile use Ideal for storing utensils, cookbooks, menus, and other non-refrigerated items commonly
used in the kitchen

Easy installation Ships with an L-bracket equipped with adhesive for fast installation on your refrigerator (no
drilling required)

Removable design Easy to add or remove as your storage needs change

Shallow depth Sized at 17 1/8" deep for an ideal fit over Summit's Shallow Depth refrigeration lineup, as well
as other brands manufacturing refrigeration less than 18" deep

Made in the USA Designed and constructed domestically
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TD15SD Specifications:

Overview

Height of Cabinet 2.0" (5 cm)

Width 14.5" (37 cm)

Depth 17.0" (43 cm)

Door Stainless Steel

Cabinet Stainless Steel

Weight 10.0 lbs. (5 kg)

Shipping Weight 13.0 lbs. (6 kg)

Parts & Labor Warranty 90 Days

UPC 761101102825
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